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How can India and the EU expand their relationship from its current economic dimension to a broader, security-based dimension? Why is this not
happening in spite of expressed willingness and the clear reciprocal benefits that would ensue? Is there a lack of frank dialogue on sensitive areas, or is
there a more general lack of mutual understanding? The various Indian and European contributors to this volume - the result of long-standing
collaboration between the Indian Council of World Affairs (ICWA) and the European Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS) - assess incipient
progress and explore ways to advance India-EU relations in the bilateral and multilateral dimensions of the Strategic Partnership. Although it was
launched in 2004, a consensus emerges that such a partnership cannot be called strategic as yet. Continuing discussion and analysis of pressing issues is
thus necessary in order to facilitate a breakthrough. This book contains detailed proposals for widening the scope of cooperation to both traditional and
non-traditional security issues, such as counter-terrorism, security sector reform in third countries and energy. It also explores the potential for India and
the EU to reach consensus in international governance forums, with particular emphasis on economic governance, as well as prospects for effective interregional cooperation on the main global security issues, such as peacekeeping and maritime security -- EU Bookshop.
World literature was long defined in North America as an established canon of European masterpieces, but an emerging global perspective has challenged
both this European focus and the very category of "the masterpiece." The first book to look broadly at the contemporary scope and purposes of world
literature, What Is World Literature? probes the uses and abuses of world literature in a rapidly changing world. In case studies ranging from the
Sumerians to the Aztecs and from medieval mysticism to postmodern metafiction, David Damrosch looks at the ways works change as they move from
national to global contexts. Presenting world literature not as a canon of texts but as a mode of circulation and of reading, Damrosch argues that world
literature is work that gains in translation. When it is effectively presented, a work of world literature moves into an elliptical space created between the
source and receiving cultures, shaped by both but circumscribed by neither alone. Established classics and new discoveries alike participate in this mode of
circulation, but they can be seriously mishandled in the process. From the rediscovered Epic of Gilgamesh in the nineteenth century to Rigoberta Menchú's
writing today, foreign works have often been distorted by the immediate needs of their own editors and translators. Eloquently written, argued largely by
example, and replete with insightful close readings, this book is both an essay in definition and a series of cautionary tales.
The 29 papers contained in this volume look closely at various aspects of what is termed, "The Maternal-Fetal Interface," as it relates to the latest research
in placental science. A substantial section of the book is devoted to the troublesome question of vertical transmission of infectious agents: namely, the
HIV-1 virus. However, other sections of the volume examine related issues such as drug and toxin transfer across the term placenta and the diversity of
placental types and how this can affect a placenta's effectiveness as a barrier. Anthony Carter is at the University of Odense, Denmark Vibeke Dantzer is at
the University of Copenhagen, DenmarkThomas Jansson is at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden
It was hot at Padachina even for a summer day. In this village were many houses, but not a soul could be seen anywhere. The bazaar was full of shops and
the lanes were lined with houses built either of brick or of mud. Every house was quiet. The shops were closed, and no one knew where the shopkeepers had
gone. Even the street beggars were absent. The weavers wove no more. The merchants had no business. Philanthropic persons had nothing to give.
Teachers closed their schools. Things had come to such a pass that children were even afraid to cry. The streets were empty. There were no bathers in the
river. There were no human beings about the houses, no birds in the trees, no cattle in the pastures. Jackals and dogs morosely prowled in the graveyards
and in the cremation grounds. One great house stood in this village. Its colossal pillars could be seen from a distance. But its doors were closed so tight
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that it was almost impossible for even a breath of air to enter. Within the house a man and his wife sat deeply absorbed in thought. Mahendra Singh and his
wife were face to face with famine. The year before the harvests had been below normal. So rice was expensive this year and people began to suffer. Then
during the rainy season it rained plentifully. The villagers at first looked upon this as a special mercy of God. Cowherds sang in joy, and the wives of the
peasants began to pester their husbands for silver ornaments. All of a sudden, God frowned again. Not a drop of rain fell during the remaining months of
the season. The rice fields dried into heaps of straw. Here and there a few fields yielded poor crops, but government agents bought these up for the army.
So people began to starve again. At first they lived on one meal a day. Soon, even that became scarce, and they began to go without any food at all. The
crop was too scanty, but the government revenue collector sought to advance his personal prestige by increasing the land revenue by ten per cent. And in
dire misery Bengal shed bitter tears. Beggars increased in such numbers that charity soon became the most difficult thing to practise. Then disease began
to spread. Farmers sold their cattle and their ploughs and ate up the seed grain. Then they sold their homes and farms. For lack of food they soon took to
eating leaves of trees, then grass and when the grass was gone they ate weeds. People of certain castes began to eat cats, dogs and rats.
Writings from the Bollywood Trenches
Governing the Ungovernable
The classic BOOKER PRIZE winning novel
New Hodder English 1
Bacterial Meningitis
How Late It Was How Late

Pakistan, since its independence in 1947, had to face tumultuous years for the first four decades. Despite the many challenges,
both internal and external, the country was able to register a 6 per cent average annual growth rate during the first forty years of its
existence. The country was ahead of India and Bangladesh in all economic and social indicators. Since 1990, the country has
fallen behind its neighbouring countries and has had a decline in the growth rate. This book attempts to examine the reasons
behind this slowdown, the volatile and inequitable growth of the last twenty-five years, and through a process of theoretical and
empirical evidence argues that the most powerful explanatory hypothesis lies in the decay of institutions of governance. It also
suggests a selective and incremental approach of restructuring some key public institutions that pertain to accountability,
transparency, security, economic growth, and equity.
The Chartered AccountantFirst Day First ShowWritings from the Bollywood TrenchesCornerstones of Financial
AccountingCengage Learning
WINNER OF 1994 THE BOOKER PRIZE. Sammy's had a bad week. Most of it's just a blank space in his mind, and the bits that
he can remember, he'd rather not. His wallet's gone, along with his new shoes, he's been arrested then beaten up by the police
and thrown out on the street - and he's just gone blind. He remembers a row with his girlfriend, but she seems to have
disappeared; and he might have been trying to fix a bit of business up with an old mate, he's not too sure. Things aren't looking too
good for Sammy and his problems have hardly begun. 'A passionate, scintillating, brilliant song of a book' Guardian
This book explores the ways in which colonial administrators constructed knowledge about the society and culture of India and the
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processes through which that knowledge has shaped past and present Indian reality.
A Source of Novel Bioactive Compounds for the Treatment of Obesity, Cancer and Diabetes
Therapeutic Applications of Honey and its Phytochemicals
Concepts and Practices
Anandamath: Dawn Over India
Orientalism and the Postcolonial Predicament
Advanced Accounts (Complete)
Positive Psychology has experienced extraordinary growth over the past decade. Emerging research
in this area is suggesting new strategies for improving everyday life, healthcare, education
systems, organizations and work life, and societies across the globe. This book will be of
interest to all applied psychologists, applied researchers, social and organizational
psychologists, and anyone interested in applying the science of positive psychology to
improvement of the human condition.
Taking a unique presentational speaking approach, it reviews the cultural and managerial
perspectives in organizations and how they affect communication strategies.
This text is part of the New Hodder English series, which follows the principles of the first
Hodder English series, offering an incremental programme of integrated language and literature
study through half-termly units. This series offers a course designed for the National
Curriculum for 2000.
Current academic literature is replete with analyses on the return of great power competition
due to China's rise. One area of concern among policy makers has been China's One Belt and One
Road Initiative (BRI) and its impact on global security. This thesis examines India and
Pakistan's reactions to China's BRI through analysis of political, economic, and geostrategic
factors. India's non-support for the BRI stems from the perception that the BRI poses a direct
threat to the rules-based international system and its own aspirations to become the South Asian
region's dominant power. Conversely, Pakistan supports and has actively engaged in the BRI to
counter a growing India and to increase its national power to achieve that end.
The Lower East Side Poetry Scene in the 1960s
Business and Professional Communication
What Is World Literature?
Written Communication in Business
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Epidemiology and Vaccination
Perspectives from South Asia
This book gives one the basic concepts of managerial economics with the objective of making readers
appreciate the value of economic principles as tools in business decision-making. An ideal book for
management students.
This book presents comprehensive coverage on the importance of good nutrition in the treatment and
management of obesity, cancer and diabetes. Naturally occurring bioactive compounds are ubiquitous in most
dietary plants available to humans and provide opportunities for the management of diseases. The text
provides information about the major causes of these diseases and their association with nutrition. The text
also covers the role of dietary phytochemicals in drug development and their pathways. Later chapters
emphasize novel bioactive compounds as anti-diabetic, anti-cancer and anti-obesity agents and describe their
mechanisms to regulate cell metabolism. Written by global team of experts, Dietary Phytochemicals: A Source
of Novel Bioactive Compounds for the Treatment of Obesity, Cancer and Diabetes describes the potentials of
novel phytochemicals, their sources, and underlying mechanism of action. The chapters were drawn
systematically and incorporated sequentially to facilitate proper understanding. This book is intended for
nutritionists, physicians, medicinal chemists, drug developers in research and development, postgraduate
students and scientists in area of nutrition and life sciences.
Quantile regression is gradually emerging as a unified statistical methodology for estimating models of
conditional quantile functions. By complementing the exclusive focus of classical least squares regression on
the conditional mean, quantile regression offers a systematic strategy for examining how covariates influence
the location, scale and shape of the entire response distribution. This monograph is the first comprehensive
treatment of the subject, encompassing models that are linear and nonlinear, parametric and nonparametric.
The author has devoted more than 25 years of research to this topic. The methods in the analysis are
illustrated with a variety of applications from economics, biology, ecology and finance. The treatment will find
its core audiences in econometrics, statistics, and applied mathematics in addition to the disciplines cited
above.
How are linguistic wars for global prominence literarily and linguistically inscribed in literature? This book
focuses on the increasing presence of cosmetic multilingualism in prize-winning fiction, making a case for an
emerging transparent-turn in which momentary multilingualism works in the service of long-term
monolingualism.
Managing by Communication
Tuberculosis: Clinical Diagnosis and Management of Tuberculosis, and Measures for Its Prevention and
Control
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The EU-India partnership : time to go strategic?
South Asian Religion in a Cosmopolitan Language
Recent Trends in Manufacturing and Materials Towards Industry 4.0
Applied Positive Psychology

A Working Group of 21 independent experts from 8 countries, convened by the International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC) in April 2016, reviewed the scientific evidence and assessed the cancer-preventive effects of the
absence of excess body fatness. The mean body mass index (BMI) in the adult population has increased
dramatically worldwide over the past 40 years, and IARC recently estimated that close to 4% of all new cancer
cases in adults were attributable to a high BMI; the number of cases is highest in high-income countries and is
expected to rise in low- and middle-income countries. This publication provides an important update of the 2002
IARC Handbook on Weight Control and Physical Activity, with evidence-based evaluation of the association
between excess body fatness and cancer at more than 20 sites. In addition, the Working Group reviewed the
evidence on childhood obesity and cancer in later life, the impact of excess body fatness in cancer patients on
cancer survival and recurrence, and the few intervention studies of weight control on cancer outcome.
This book of essays offers perspectives for college teachers facing the perplexities of today's focus on cultural
issues in literature programs. The book presents ideas from 19 scholars and teachers relating to theories of
culture-oriented criticism and teaching, contexts for these activities, and specific, culture-focused texts significant
for college courses. The articles and their authors are as follows: (1) "Cultural Criticism: Past and Present" (Mary
Poovey); (2) "Genre as a Social Institution" (James F. Slevin); (3) "Teaching Multicultural Literature" (Reed Way
Dasenbrock); (4) "Translation as a Method for Cross-Cultural Teaching" (Anuradha Dingwaney and Carol Maier);
(5) "Teaching in the Television Culture" (Judith Scot-Smith Girgus and Cecelia Tichi); (6) "Multicultural Teaching:
It's an Inside Job" (Mary C. Savage); (7) "Chicana Feminism: In the Tracks of 'the' Native Woman" (Norma Alarcon);
(8) "Current African American Literary Theory: Review and Projections" (Reginald Martin); (9) "Talking across
Cultures" (Robert S. Burton); (10) "Walter Mitty in China: Teaching American Fiction in an Alien Culture" (H. W.
Matalene); (11) "Text, Context, and Teaching Literature by African American Women" (Sandra Jamieson); (12)
"Sethe's 'Big, Bad' Love" (Chauncey A. Ridley); (13) "Baldwin, Bebop, and 'Sonny's Blues'" (Pancho Savery); (14)
"Filiative and Affiliative Textualization in Chinese American Literature" (David Leiwei Li); (15) "The Unheard:
Vietnamese Voices in the Literature Curriculum" (Renny Christopher); (16) "Narrative Theory in Naguib Mahfouz's
'The Children of Gebelawi'" (Suzanne Evertsen Lundquist); and (17) "The Mixed Blood Writer as Interpreter and
Mythmaker" (Patricia Riley). (SR)
"The literary scene of the Lower East Side was explosive--politically, artistically, and socially. In All Poets Welcome
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Daniel Kane captures the excitement and vitality of this foundational moment in American poetry. This book is a
breakthrough examination of a period that will be rich ground for many studies to come." —Peter Gizzi, author of
Artificial Heart "All Poets Welcome opens a door to previously undocumented landscapes of New York City—the
history, aesthetics, and deep gossip bubbling out of the Lower East Side’s poetry community during the 1960s and
beyond. Daniel Kane provides a crucial and fascinating first view of this mid-century renaissance whose influences
are abundantly evident in the avant-garde practices of American poetry today. Illuminating, well researched, and
resonating with the voices of the key players, this book is a scholarly and entertaining chronicle of the time."—Lisa
Jarnot, co-editor of An Anthology of New (American) Poets and author of a forthcoming biography of Robert
Duncan
Get where you need to be with CORNERSTONES OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING. Cornerstones delivers a truly unique
learning system that is integrated through the entire introductory managerial accounting journey — ensuring
students will leave the course with the knowledge they need to be future business leaders. Students are guided
through: Building A Strong Foundation: Students need to build a strong foundation of the fundamentals before
they can move forward in this course. The unique Cornerstones approach gets them through the fundamentals
FASTER so that they can transition to analyzing and applying concepts. Understanding Relationships: Rather than
focusing on concepts in isolation, students should understand accounting as a system and recognize how the end
result changes based on how the numbers affect each other. CORNERSTONES aids students in this step as an
important part in training them to be good decision makers. Making Decisions: Armed with the knowledge they
have gained from working through the other aspects of the Cornerstones approach, students are now given the
tools to bring their knowledge full-circle and practice making good business decisions. Students love this approach
because it presents materials the way they learn. Instructors love it because it gets students to master the
foundations more quickly and allows more time to learn and apply the analysis and decision making of accounting.
Get There with Cornerstones! Available with InfoTrac Student Collections http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Books Without Borders, Volume 2
Cost Management Accounting
All Poets Welcome
Proceedings of EGRWSE 2019
Our Agricultural Future
Selected Articles from iM3F 2020, Malaysia
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This volume covers all aspects of carbon and oxide based nanostructured materials. The topics include synthesis, characterization and
application of carbon-based namely carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibres, fullerenes, carbon filled composites etc. In addition, metal oxides
namely, ZnO, TiO2, Fe2O3, ferrites, garnets etc., for various applications like sensors, solar cells, transformers, antennas, catalysts, batteries,
lubricants, are presented. The book also includes the modeling of oxide and carbon based nanomaterials. The book covers the topics: Synthesis,
characterization and application of carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibres, fullerenes Synthesis, characterization and application of oxide based
nanomaterials. Nanostructured magnetic and electric materials and their applications. Nanostructured materials for petro-chemical industry.
Oxide and carbon based thin films for electronics and sustainable energy. Theory, calculations and modeling of nanostructured materials.
Guru English is a bold reconceptualization of the scope and meaning of cosmopolitanism, examining the language of South Asian religiosity as
it has flourished both inside and outside of its original context for the past two hundred years. The book surveys a specific set of religious
vocabularies from South Asia that, Aravamudan argues, launches a different kind of cosmopolitanism into global use. Using "Guru English" as a
tagline for the globalizing idiom that has grown up around these religions, Aravamudan traces the diffusion and transformation of South Asian
religious discourses as they shuttled between East and West through English-language use. The book demonstrates that cosmopolitanism is not
just a secular Western "discourse that results from a disenchantment with religion, but something that can also be refashioned from South Asian
religion when these materials are put into dialogue with contemporary social move-ments and literary texts. Aravamudan looks at "religious
forms of neoclassicism, nationalism, Romanticism, postmodernism, and nuclear millenarianism, bringing together figures such as Swami
Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo, Mahatma Gandhi, and Deepak Chopra with Rudyard Kipling, James Joyce, Robert Oppenheimer, and Salman
Rushdie. Guru English analyzes writers and gurus, literary texts and religious movements, and the political uses of religion alongside the literary
expressions of religious teachers, showing the cosmopolitan interconnections between the Indian subcontinent, the British Empire, and the
American New Age.
This volume contains selects papers presented during the 2nd International Conference on Environmental Geotechnology, Recycled Waste
Materials and Sustainable Engineering, held in the University of Illinois at Chicago. It covers the recent innovations, trends, and concerns,
practical challenges encountered, and the solutions adopted in waste management and engineering, geotechnical and geoenvironmental
engineering, infrastructure engineering, and sustainable engineering. This book will be useful for academics, educators, policy makers and
professionals working in the field of civil engineering, chemical engineering, environmental sciences and public policy.
The Cambridge History of Black and Asian British Writing provides a comprehensive historical overview of the diverse literary traditions
impacting on this field's evolution, from the eighteenth century to the present. Drawing on the expertise of over forty international experts, this
book gathers innovative scholarship to look forward to new readings and perspectives, while also focusing on undervalued writers, texts, and
research areas. Creating new pathways to engage with the naming of a field that has often been contested, readings of literary texts are
interwoven throughout with key political, social, and material contexts. In making visible the diverse influences constituting past and
contemporary British literary culture, this Cambridge History makes a unique contribution to British, Commonwealth, postcolonial,
transnational, diasporic, and global literary studies, serving both as one of the first major reference works to cover four centuries of black and
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Asian British literary history and as a compass for future scholarship.
Improving Everyday Life, Health, Schools, Work, and Society
India, Pakistan, and China's One Belt One Road Initiative
Perspectives on South Asia
Carbon and Oxide Nanostructures
Monolingualism and Linguistic Exhibitionism in Fiction
This book presents part of the proceedings of the Manufacturing and Materials track of the iM3F 2020 conference held in Malaysia. This collection of
articles deliberates on the key challenges and trends related to manufacturing as well as materials engineering and technology in setting the stage for
the world in embracing the fourth industrial revolution. It presents recent findings with regards to manufacturing and materials that are pertinent
towards the realizations and ultimately the embodiment of Industry 4.0, with contributions from both industry and academia.
Das ganze Studium der Anglistik und Amerikanistik in einem Band. Ob englische und amerikanische Literatur, Sprachwissenschaft, Literatur- und
Kulturtheorie, Fachdidaktik oder die Analyse von Filmen und kulturellen Phänomenen führende Fachvertreter geben in englischer Sprache einen
ausführlichen Überblick über alle relevanten Teildisziplinen. BA- und MA-Studierende finden hier die wichtigsten Grundlagen und Wissensgebiete auf
einen Blick. Durch die übersichtliche Darstellung und das Sachregister optimal für das systematische Lernen und zum Nachschlagen geeignet.
This volume focuses on the publisher's series as a cultural formation - a material artifact and component of cultural hierarchies. Contributors engage
with archival research, cultural theory, literary and bibliometric analysis (amongst a range of other approaches) to contextualize the publisher's series
in terms of its cultural and economic work.
This timely collection of expert papers draws attention to the global burden of meningitis and the challenges faced by the WHO’s roadmap to defeat
meningitis by 2030. The three main goals of the meningitis roadmap are to eliminate epidemics of bacterial meningitis, reduce cases and deaths from
vaccine-preventable bacterial meningitis, and reduce disability and improve quality of life after meningitis of any cause. This book includes a wide
range of original research and reviews on epidemiology and vaccination of bacterial meningitis that have direct relevance to advancing the goals of the
roadmap.
English and American Studies
Managerial Economics:Cases and Concepts
King Lear. Antony and Cleopatra
Institutional Reforms for Democratic Governance
Synthesis, Characterisation and Applications
Guru English
With Respect to Sex is an intimate ethnography that offers a provocative account of sexual and social difference in India. The
subjects of this study are hijras or the "third sex" of India—individuals who occupy a unique, liminal space between male and
female, sacred and profane. Hijras are men who sacrifice their genitalia to a goddess in return for the power to confer fertility on
newlyweds and newborn children, a ritual role they are respected for, at the same time as they are stigmatized for their ambiguous
sexuality. By focusing on the hijra community, Gayatri Reddy sheds new light on Indian society and the intricate negotiations of
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identity across various domains of everyday life. Further, by reframing hijra identity through the local economy of respect, this
ethnography highlights the complex relationships among local and global, sexual and moral, economies. This book will be
regarded as the definitive work on hijras, one that will be of enormous interest to anthropologists, students of South Asian culture,
and specialists in the study of gender and sexuality.
Honey typically has a complex chemical and biochemical composition that invariably includes complex sugars, specific proteins,
amino acids, phenols, vitamins, and rare minerals. It is reported to be beneficial in the treatment of various diseases, such as those
affecting the respiratory, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and nervous systems, as well as diabetes mellitus and certain types of
cancers; however, there is limited literature describing the use of honey in modern medicine. This book provides evidence-based
information on the pharmaceutical potential of honey along with its therapeutic applications and precise mechanisms of action. It
discusses in detail the phytochemistry and pharmacological properties of honey, highlighting the economic and culturally
significant medicinal uses of honey and comprehensively reviewing the scientific research on the traditional uses, chemical
composition, scientific validation, and general pharmacognostical characteristics. Given its scope, it is a valuable tool for
researchers and scientists interested in drug discovery and the chemistry and pharmacology of honey.
Useful for UG and PG students
Dietary Phytochemicals
Negotiating Hijra Identity in South India
Vol.1
Sustainable Environment and Infrastructure
Man's Impact on Environment
Cultural and Cross-cultural Studies and the Teaching of Literature
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